We know you love LBI...
?
?
?

DO YOU WANT TO SEE ... an imposing “wall” of several hundred 853-foot
turbines just 10 miles from our beaches and clearly visible day and night?

?

DO YOU KNOW ... the government has not conducted a comprehensive
assessment of this project on marine life, including endangered species?
Or the impact on commercial & recreational fishing & boating safety?

DO YOU KNOW ... Atlantic Shores plans to build the most visible modern
wind project in the world off the entire coast of LBI?
DO YOU KNOW ... there is a much better location farther off LBI’s
beaches? The Hudson South Call Area is 30 - 57 miles from our coast. It will
avoid the visible impact, offers much more wind energy & was screened &
approved by the federal government for wind turbines.

IT’S NOT TOO LATE!
• We are a fast-growing non-profit, non-partisan coalition of
LBI homeowners, business owners & visitors.
• Our mission: to save LBI from the proposed Atlantic Shores
wind turbine project which will devastate our economy
& environment and to ensure the project is moved to the
Hudson South Call Area.
• We are proponents of sensible approaches to alternative/
renewable energy. We are opposed to the current location,
scope & size of this project as proposed by Atlantic Shores, a
joint venture of two Europe-based companies.

Economic damage, business
closures, job losses …

The proposed project will devastate our
tourism-based economy, property values &
businesses, including:
• Significant reduction in visitors to the island
annually*
• Hundreds of millions in lost tourism revenues
annually which will substantially reduce tax
revenues LBI needs to survive*

• To that end, we have submitted a detailed proposal to
the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) to add
Hudson South as an alternative to the current wind lease
area just ten miles off our coast.

• Millions of dollars in lost income from rental
properties*

Talk with impartial experts

Want to volunteer
or donate?

Join us on June 23rd at 7:00 pm EDT for a live meeting
• Hear from impartial experts & officials who are not compensated by
Atlantic Shores
• Get real answers to your questions

• Save the date & check out our website: SAVELBI.org for more
information on how to join us

• Million-dollar losses in property values*

• Visit SAVELBI.org

• Check out the myths vs. realities of this project

• Learn more about the technical aspects & our solution
• Review the research conducted by impartial experts

SAVELBI.org

Paid for by ‘The LBI Wind Without Impact Coalition’
PO Box 579, Ship Bottom, NJ 08008

*Research conducted by Global Insight, 2008; North Carolina
State University, 2017; BOEM/University of Delaware, 2018

